
Important Information About Class Schedules 
Students can now check their academic daytime and evening class schedules in Sonis 
or through the course scheduler to see which sessions will be held via "Zoom" and 
which will be in-person with assigned classrooms.  We will let you know shortly when 
ATI class designations are available. 
 
For daytime classes, with section numbers under 10, students will see “Zoom” as a 
classroom if a particular session is online, synchronous (same time).  For some sections 
you will see a classroom one day per week (e.g., “H121”) and “Zoom” as room the other 
day of the week.  That class would meet weekly once in person, on campus, and once 
via Zoom.  For other classes, such as FYI/FYE courses, you will see “Zoom” as the 
classroom for both meetings.  That class would meet entirely online, synchronously via 
Zoom. 
  
Section 30, remains traditional online, mostly or fully asynchronous. 
  
For evening classes, there is a different coding, as these classes usually meet once 
per week.  Evening sections labeled 11 will meet on odd weeks in person (e.g., the first 
day of class, the third week of class) and even weeks on Zoom.  Evening sections 
labeled 10 will meet on even weeks in person (e.g., the second week of class, the fourth 
week of class) and odd weeks on Zoom (e.g., the first day of class). 
  
Friday and Saturday classes remain mostly unchanged, unless “Zoom” is indicated as 
a classroom.  The volume of classes on these days has historically been low. 
  
Instructors will accommodate students who want to participate in face-to-face 
sessions via Zoom by having Zoom sessions open during live classes.  All office hours 
are conducted via Zoom. 
  
The delivery method is subject to change as some courses may need to be moved 
from partially on Zoom to fully on Zoom.  Vaughn also will monitor the change in 
situation and follow the guidance of the New York State Governor on allowing in person 
classes. 


